
going to discuss, as the last factor which establishes the “Feeling of PRESENCE"—the 

Audio-only asset.   

Ⅲ. Audio-only asset 

Huiberts identified that the ‘audio is very suitable for presenting time-based information 

with the advantage that the information is perceived even though the player is not 

immediately next to the source’.  This is consistent with the findings of Jørgensen, 123

which show that the orienting functions of game audio can ‘provide information about 

the presence of objects as well as the direction of sound sources. […] before the player 

has actually seen it’.  In̽NieR: Automata̾, most battles begin after the enemy has 124

appeared on the screen. The only exception is when Emil’s shop shows up in City 

Ruins.  According to the lead composer Okabe, the concept of composing <12. Emil’s 125

shop> is based on the director’s request which intended to create Emil’s cart as a 

“propaganda truck". Therefore, when the music was implemented in the game, 

composer Ueda added an effect on it which makes the music sound like it’s playing from 

 Huibert, op. cit., p.61123

 Jørgensen (2006), op. cit., p.3124

 Besides the main 5 endings (ABCDE), it is possible to fight with Emil Boss when the player reaches level 99. In that 125

case, Emil and his cart appears on the screen for the player to attack.
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Figure 11. Emil’s shop in City Ruins with 2B (left) and 9S (right)
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Figure 12. Score analysis of <12. Emil’s shop> 

(The coloured notes are added by this study)



a megaphone. ‘Since Emil’s truck can move anytime in any speed, when it travels rapidly 

in high speed, the Doppler effect on the music is evident’, said by Okabe.   126

The instrumentation of <12. Emil’s shop> also follows the image of “propaganda truck", 

as Figure 12 demonstrates. The parts of “ VERSE A and INTRO’ “ repeat three times in 

<12. Emil’s shop>, which can be seen as the most iconic section of the whole piece. It 

mainly uses brass to express the excitement of Emil whenever he appears to sell his 

products ; the bright trumpet and snare drum (the yellow and orange circles) used in the 

INTRO and INTRO’ (functioning as “bridge" within the piece when it repeats) 

successfully creates a "marching atmosphere”. This marching feel is sustained in the 

verses that follow as well, through the regular quarter notes of the bassoon/tuba, which 

are low register sounds in brass family. When it comes to verse, not only do the 

delightful vocals of Emil show his hospitality to welcome the clients (players), but the 

melody phrases in high and low pitches successfully represent their dialogues from bar 

2 to bar 12, just like they are bargaining with each other. 

In most cases the player can’t see Emil within their sight immediately but can hear <12. 

Emil’s shop> playing somewhere. Depending on the level of volume the player heard, 

he/she can estimate how far Emil’s shop is located and decide whether he/she will go 

closer to purchase weapons or animal feed to ride on the boars in City Ruins. In truth, 

the Doppler effect is very helpful for players to locate Emil, especially when they can’t 

distract themselves from their ongoing battles.  In addition to this, some players 127

pointed out that ‘the 3D sounds seamlessly change to the 2D sounds’ when the shop’s 

menu opens (i.e., the screen view changes from the battle field to the 2D interface 

where is full of products for players to choose from).  This is consistent with the 128

experience that the audio team were attempting to offer. According to Kohata, they also 

mixed some Lo-fi noise in Emil’s music. After the player has talked to Emil and entered 

 Nagayoshi, H. (2017, April).́ϘЄί͂ςγЀϖΨኞΕͯڊ牏ᶪ΄肬Ո͵ͷ. 2083 web. Retrieved from https://www.126

2083.jp/contents/201704nier/  (The citation is translated from Japanese by this study, the same hereafter.)

 GDC Vault - An Interactive Sound Dystopia/ Real-Time Audio Processing in ‘NieR/Automata’. Interactivemusic 127

website. Retrieved from https://scrapbox.io/interactivemusic/GDC_Vault_-_An_Interactive_Sound_Dystopia:_Real-
Time_Audio_Processing_in_'NieR:Automata' *The citation is translated from Japanese by this study.

 Loc. cit. 128
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https://www.2083.jp/contents/201704nier/
https://www.2083.jp/contents/201704nier/
https://scrapbox.io/interactivemusic/GDC_Vault_-_An_Interactive_Sound_Dystopia:_Real-Time_Audio_Processing_in_'NieR:Automata'
https://scrapbox.io/interactivemusic/GDC_Vault_-_An_Interactive_Sound_Dystopia:_Real-Time_Audio_Processing_in_'NieR:Automata'
https://scrapbox.io/interactivemusic/GDC_Vault_-_An_Interactive_Sound_Dystopia:_Real-Time_Audio_Processing_in_'NieR:Automata'


the shop, the Lo-fi parameter turns off and the soundtrack switches to stereo.  We’ll 129

examine the Lo-fi effect further in chapter 7.  

The study by Coen reveals the significant relationship between sounds and the player’s 

performances. He lists three aspects that we should consider seriously when using 

sound as a tool to improve—or worsen—a player’s ability in games. The first and the most 

obvious one is that ‘Audio can alert the player to things outside of their field of view’. We 

have already shown the necessity of having the "audio-only asset” through the 

discussion of  <12. Emil’s shop>. The second aspect is that the ’Auditory reaction time is 

significantly faster than Visual reaction time’. It is based on several studies conducted on 

athletes during 2007—2010 which showed that the test subjects ’scored 40-50ms faster 

with auditory as opposed to visual reaction time’.  The last aspect is that ‘Audio 130

produces a stronger physiological response than Visuals alone’. As highlighted by Coen, 

sound is not just for the purpose of immersion or enjoyment, because having music or 

sounds go along with the visual can also make the receivers more arousing or stressful. 

He noted that ‘according to the Yerkes-Dodson Law, a small amount of stress or anxiety 

helps us complete complex tasks more effectively, but once we reach a certain level of 

stress we begin to perform worse’, as presented in Figure 13.              131

 See footnote 104.129

 Coen, O. (2018, June 5). Player Success: How to Help or Hinder It with Sound. [Web log post] Audiokinetic Blog. 130

Retrieved from https://blog.audiokinetic.com/player-success-how-to-help-or-hinder-it-with-sound/  

 Loc. cit. *Figure 13 is also from the study by Coen.131
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Figure 13.

https://blog.audiokinetic.com/player-success-how-to-help-or-hinder-it-with-sound/

